Abstract: Most of the materials on the history of Manichaeism during the time of the East Uighur empire are Chinese sources (Chinese works and the Karabalgasun inscription) which are well known on account of its French translation with detailed notes by Chavannes and Pelliot (1911-1913) 
Baḥr in the first half of the ninth century, translated into English by Minorsky, 15 
Points at Issue in the History of East Uighur Manichaeism and New Developments in Research
Important issues in the history of East Uighur Manichaeism are the date of Mouyu Qaγan's conversion to Manichaeism and his motives, the religion of ordinary Uighurs prior to this, the coup d'état by Mouyu Qaγan's successor Dunmohe 頓莫賀 Tarqan and his persecution of Manichaeism, the revival of Manichaeism under the qaγans Huaixin 懐信 and Baoyi and its true adoption as the state religion, and the identity of the subject of the Buqu Xan legend. I took up all of these issues in my graduation thesis, but the opportunity has never arisen for me to put together a new book on the history of East Uighur Manichaeism that quoted the full texts of these much-used sources with new annotated translations. Furthermore, the question of the date of the persecution of Manichaeism had been by and large resolved in a study by K. Tazaka entitled "Kaikotsu ni okeru Manikyō hakugai undō," while the Buqu Xan question had been dealt with in a detailed and persuasive study by T. Abe, Nishi Uiguru koku shi.18 Moreover, in 1987 there appeared an outstanding study by Lin Wushu that overlapped in many respects with the views presented in my graduation thesis, and there seemed to be little need to readdress these issues.
However, since the publication of two studies by Y. Yoshida ("Karabarugasun hibun" and "Some New Readings") in which he reinterpreted the Sogdian text of the Karabalgasun inscription (an important source on the history of East Uighur Manichaeism), my own book on the history of Uighur Manichaeism,19 and a selection of important Manichaean texts in Middle Iranian and Old Uighur from Turfan translated into English by Klimkeit, 20 there have been some quite considerable changes in the situation regarding source materials on East Uighur Manichaeism, and research on this subject has also begun to come to life. In chronological order, this current of research has taken the following course: Tuguševa, "Ein Fragment"; Moriyasu, "Rūn moji Manikyō monjo Kao. 0107"; Oda, "Buku-han densetsu"; Moriyasu, Yoshida and Katayama, "QaraBalgasun Inscription"; Clark, "The Conversion of Bügü"; Wilkens, "Hymnus auf den Licht-Nous"; Tremblay, Pour une histoire de la Sérinde; Moriyasu, "Anshi no ran"; Moriyasu, "Four Lectures at the Collège de France"; Kasai, "Ein Kolophon um die Legende von Bokug Kagan"; Clark, "Manichaeism among the Uygurs"; Zieme, "Youguan Monijiao kaijiao"; Zhang and Zieme, "A Memorandum"; Yoshida, "Sogudo-jin to kodai no Tyurukuzoku"; Yoshida, "Some New Readings, " in From Ötüken to İstanbul; and Wang, Cong Bosi dao Zhongguo.21 Among these studies, Tuguševa, Oda, Wilkens, Kasai, and Clark have all contributed to new developments regarding the Buqu Xan question, and in particular Tuguševa and Kasai surprised scholars by presenting new materials relating to the Buqu Xan legend. But what has been even more astounding has been the successive discoveries more recently of what would appear to be fragments of Uighur histories.22 I have previously discussed how the Uighurs, or the ancient Turks in general, possessed a "sense of history" and gave expression to this in inscriptions and written works.23 As examples of fragments of what no one would object to identifying as historical works, mention may be made of the above-mentioned U 1 (Le Coq, "Ein manichäisches Buch-Fragmen") and U 72 & U 73 ("An Account of Mouyu Qaγan's Conversion to Manichaeism"),24 as well as Mainz 345 taken up in Moriyasu, "Anshi no ran." All three of these texts are written in neat square Uighur script, and there is no need to doubt that these are fragments that became separated from historical works in book form.25 Although these were discovered in the Turfan Basin, the main center of the Uighurs during the West Uighur period, and are thought to have circulated during the West Uighur period,26 they record events of the East Uighur period and even the earlier Türkic period. However, the text recently brought to light by Zieme and Zhang is written in cursive Uighur script from the Mongol period, and yet it includes content going back as far as the East Uighur period. The fact that the history of the East Uighur period, a time when Manichaeism flourished, has been preserved in a Uighur text of the Mongol period, when the Uighurs had abandoned Manichaeism and converted completely to Buddhism, clearly demonstrates that from early times they persistently held on to a "sense of history" that engendered in them a desire to preserve works of history.27
It could be said that the time is now ripe to put forward a new thesis regarding the history of East Uighur Manichaeism. But owing to limited space, in the following I wish to present my views with reference to those studies among the aforementioned studies published since the 1990s that overlap in content with my graduation thesis, namely, two studies by Clark ("The Conversion of Bügü Khan" and "Manichaeism among the Uygurs") dealing with the date of Mouyu Qaγan's conversion to Manichaeism and the Buqu Xan question, and the new material on Mouyu Qaγan's introduction of Manichaeism presented by Zieme.28 
The Date of Mouyu Qaγan's Conversion to Manichaeism
Ever since Chavannes and Pelliot, the established thesis regarding the introduction of Manichaeism among the Uighurs, based on the Chinese text of the Karabalgasun inscription, has been that Manichaeism became the state religion of the Uighurs after Mouyu Qaγan, who had led an army of Uighur troops to the Tang in 762/763 to assist in the suppression of the An-Shi 安史 rebellion, encountered a group of Manichaeans in the vicinity of Luoyang 洛陽 and took four Manichaean clerics, one of them named Ruixi 睿息, back home with him in 763. In contrast, the gist of a lengthy study by Clark ("The Conversion of Bügü Khan") is that Mouyu Qaγan converted to Manichaeism not in 762/763 but at an earlier date.
The first reason given by Clark29 is the following statement in U 111a (＝ T II D 180), thought to be a fragment of a codex written in Manichaean script: uluγ bašlaγ atlïγ yïlnïng ikinti yïlïnta nomï dini yadïlmïšta : tavγač ilintin yana [rest missing] "In the second year of the year named Great Beginning, when his (＝ Mani's) religion spread, from China again (or returning) [rest missing]" 23 Moriyasu, "Anshi no ran," 147-50. 24 Cf. Moriyasu, "Anshi no ran," 149-50. However, the fact that Clark ("Turkic Manichaean Literature," 101-103, 132) classifies both of these as "Documents from the Eastern Church" is cause for some concern, although elsewhere (Clark, "The Conversion of Bügü," 99) he definitely does recognize both as histories of the ancient Turks. 25 An inspection of the originals of the three texts in Berlin revealed that they have been written in careful square script in the hand of a seemingly professional scribe on paper of medium to superior medium quality, with the text written in opposite directions on the recto and verso. In the case of codex-form books written horizontally, it is normal for the text to be written in opposite directions on the recto and verso. As was noted above, there have survived two bifolios of U 1, clearly indicating that it was a codex, and there is no reason to doubt that the other two texts also belonged to codices. Uighur period, and it cannot be said that there is no possibility of the original source materials having been deliberately "rewritten."43 However, when considered from the position of the Manichaean order, there would have been no advantage in deliberately misrepresenting the facts if Mouyu Qaγan's conversion had indeed gone smoothly. It should thus be considered that there really were some twists and turns in Mouyu Qaγan's conversion to Manichaeism. But unfortunately the account does not itself provide any grounds for positively asserting that the twists and turns that preceded his final decision to "re-convert" to Manichaeism took place prior to 763, when he brought back some Manichaean clerics from China, and it is also conceivable that they occurred after 763, as can be inferred from the fragmentary account given in the Karabalgasun inscription.
The above points are those that I can accept when viewing Clark's thesis with a favorable eye. But his treatment of the memorial of Li Deyu 李徳裕44 misses the mark,45 while his interpretation of the Chinese text of the Karabalgasun inscription46 is so full of misunderstandings that it is quite impossible to accept. To give just one specific example, on p. 88 and p. 105 (and also p. 101) Clark translates the words 再三懇□ in line 9 of the inscription as "Twice and thrice [I have studied it] with sincerity" and interprets this as indicating that Mouyu Qaγan had studied the teachings of Manichaeism over a long period, or "twice and thrice," which, he maintains, hints at his conversion prior to 762/763. This interpretation is based in fact on Chavannes and Pelliot,47 but it is wrong to posit a character meaning "to study" for the missing character 38 Clark, "The Conversion of Bügü Khan," 101-104. 39 Cf. Clark, "The Conversion of Bügü Khan," 84; Moriyasu, "Anshi no ran," 143. 40 Klimkeit, Gnosis, 364-68, is convenient for gaining a general idea of the content in English, even though this cannot be described as a completely satisfactory annotated translation. Since then a reliable, albeit partial, English translation has been published by Clark with the cooperation of Zieme (Clark, "The Conversion of Bügü Khan," 102-104). It would be desirable to translate the entire text so as to enhance the reader's understanding, but lack of space prevents me from doing so here. However, in the near future I hope to publish a collection of translated material related to Uighur Manichaeism that will include a full translation of this text. 41 Cf. Bang and Gabai, "Türkische Turfan-Texte, II," 412; Lieu, Manichaeism, 194 ＝ Lieu, Manichaeism2, 235; Klimkeit, Gnosis, 364; Rybatzki, " Titles of Türk and Uigur Rulers," 235. 42 Cf. Bang and Gabain, "Türkische Turfan-Texte, II," 411-12; Asmussen, Xuāstvānīft, 147; Lieu, Manichaeism, 193 ＝ Lieu, Manichaeism2, 235; Klimkeit, Gnosis, 364; Clark, "Turkic Manichaean Literature, " 102; Klimkeit, " The Significance of the Manichaean Texts," 234; Clark, "The Conversion of Bügü Khan," 102. In particular, Asmussen and Clark, seizing on the fact that the word γuan 'sin' appearing in U 72 & U 73, l. 51 (＝U 72, recto, l. 3) is Sogdian and has not been replaced by the Uighur equivalent yazuq, argue that U 72 & U 73 as a whole was translated from Sogdian. But since the word suy "sin," borrowed from Chinese, is also used in l. 35 (＝U 73, verso, l. 11), their argument is not founded on solid ground. 43 I have no objection to regarding U 72 & U 73 as works of history, but it is common sense in historiography to assume that not everything written in a work of history is true. In any work of history information disadvantageous to the writer and those whom he represents will be suppressed or misrepresented. In addition, U 72 & U 73 say the same thing in different ways, they consist in their overall structure mainly of parallel constructions, and it is thus clear that rhetorical devices have been employed. Nonetheless, I believe that they reflect historical facts to a considerable extent. But I think it is going too far to conclude on the basis of U 72 & U 73, as many previous scholars have done, that Manichaeism had already become the state religion during the reign of Mouyu Qaγan. In this respect Tremblay's view (Pour une histoire de la Sérinde, 104) is the same as my own. 44 Ibid., 101. 45 In this regard too Tremblay's view (Tremblay, Pour une histoire de la Sérinde, 99 n. 167, 108) is the same as mine. To begin with, Clark makes the glaring mistake of describing Li Deyu, a grand councilor of the Tang court, as "a frontier official." But it is most regrettable that not only his criticism of Clark's thesis, but his study as a whole contains far too many misunderstandings, making it difficult to comment on. His book has been highly rated by some Western scholars, but this assessment is unwarranted. 46 Ibid., 87-88, 104-106. 47 Chavannes and Pelliot, "Un traité manichéen (deuxième partie), " 193. in the phrase 再三懇□. A search of Chinese text databases for 再三懇 shows that in the overwhelming majority of cases this phrase is followed by a character meaning "to ask" (請, 求, 乞), and there are no instances of a character meaning "to study." In view of the fact that the surviving strokes of the missing character are not inconsistent with the upper part of the character 請 in the phrase 允臣等所請 in line 12 of the same inscription, we have restored the word in question to 懇［請].48 It may also be noted that Schlegel, Chavannes and Pelliot, and Clark all concur in regarding Mouyu Qaγan as the subject of the phrase 再三懇□, but in an annotated translation being prepared by Y. Yoshida and myself we have essayed a new reading. Taking the phrase 再三懇［請］as part of the narrative text, we consider this to describe a scene in which high-ranking officials (military governors, district magistrates, and internal and external counsellors, etc.) in attendance on Mouyu Qaγan "petitioned [him] earnestly again and again."
Lastly, Clark stresses the possibility that the future Mouyu Qaγan, who accompanied the campaign to the west during the reign of the second qaγan Gele 葛勒 (Moyanchuo 磨延啜), may have met Manichaeans on that occasion in the Tianshan region and converted to Manichaeism in 755/756. It is true that Uighur campaigns in the west and the expansion of their territory during the 750s can be inferred from the Tes, Tariat, and Shine-Usu inscriptions recording the achievements of Gele Qaγan. But Clark's argument, in which he uses as evidence for Mouyu Qaγan's participation in the western campaigns prior to his accession to the throne the views of Klyashtorny49-who pieced together uncertain readings of the badly damaged Tariat inscription to identify the name of one of Gele Qaγan's sons as Bilgä Qutluγ Tarqan and equated this person, who erected the Tariat inscription, with the future Mouyu Qaγan-and then argues on this basis that Mouyu Qaγan had been in contact with Manichaeans in the Tianshan region prior to his accession to the throne, leaves the impression of a castle built on sand and defies further comment. The texts of the three inscriptions should be compared with our report on field surveys of the inscriptions in Mongolia. 50 Clark's thesis that Mouyu Qaγan first converted to Manichaeism before 763 is by no means absurd, and I too hold a similar view based on circumstantial considerations. But it has to be said that the supporting evidence is still lacking.
Fragments of East Uighur Manichaean History That Survived Until the Mongol Period
In the previous section I criticized some inadequacies in Clark's article "The Conversion of Bügü Khan," but we still share at least the basic view that Mouyu Qaγan did not first convert to Manichaeism when he encountered some Manichaean clergymen in the vicinity of Luoyang during a campaign in China in 762/763. Accordingly, let us now turn our attention to a newly discovered source regarding the promulgation of Manichaeism by Mouyu Qaγan. This is a fragment of a Uighur history written in cursive script that was unearthed at Bezeklik in 1981, and it was brought to the attention of academic circles through an article published in Chinese by Peter Zieme.51 Judging from the fragment's size and shape, it would seem that the upper half is missing, and this has been taken into account in the following reconstruction and translation of the text. [1996] [1997] . This is, I believe, a major contribution to the history of the East Uighur period, but a still more detailed annotated translation, including that of the Sogdian text, has yet to be published. 49 Klyashtorny, "The Terkhin Inscription," 338; "East Turkestan," 277. 50 Moriyasu and Ochir, Provisional Report, . It is extremely difficult to decipher a non-bilingual Uighur text in cursive script, and one cannot but marvel at Zieme's admirable ability to interpret such texts. I shall leave the details to Zieme's article, such as his interpretation of qarï, which usually means "elder, senior," as a "Superior" in the Manichaean church.52 There is just one place where my reading differs considerably from Zieme's, and that is uč mošak in line 4, which I interpret as "the možak residing in the town of Uč" (or "the border region možak"), whereas Zieme reads this as üč mošak "three možaks." In a large diocese there was generally only a single možak, the highest-ranking cleric in the Manichaean hierarchy, and because I am of the view that in the middle of the eighth century (i.e., before the conversion of Uighurs to Manichaeism) the area to the east of the Pamirs, including China, constituted a single "eastern diocese," I do not take this phrase to refer to "three" možaks. As for the location of Uč where this single možak resided, it is presumably the same as the Uč mentioned in the Third Stake Inscription of 1019, corresponding to modern Uč Turfan (formerly known as Wensu 温宿).53 It was an ancient oasis town on the southern slopes of the Tianshan Mountains, lying slightly to the west of Aksu (Gumo 姑墨) midway between Kucha (Quici 龜茲) and Kashgar (Shule 疏勒).54
81TB10: 06-3a (Uighur text)
The important information to be gleaned from the above document is that the Manichaean order on which Mouyu Qaγan relied at the time of the full-scale promulgation of Manichaeism was based not only in China to the south but also somewhere to the west in Central Asia. Even if Uč does not correspond to Uč Turfan, it is stated that when the možak and the clerics under him brought large numbers of Manichaean scriptures and bolts of silk in lieu of money to the Uighur base on the banks of the Orkhon river, they travelled along the route from Tuγurïstan55 to Qara Qanglï (i.e., Heiche 黒車)56 and passed through the valley of the Irtish River, which means that they would then have naturally crossed the Altai Mountains from west to east and so reached Ordubalïq. As for the identification of Tuγurïstan, we should pay attention to a new reading by Y. Yoshida on line 19 of the Sogdian version of the Karabalgasun inscription. He has corrected the old reading ctβ'r twγr'kc'ny "Four-Twγry" to ctβ'r twγr'ystny "Four Tuγrïstan."57 There exist several views on the location of Tuγurïstan, identifying it with Kucha ~ Karashār (Yanqi 焉耆) ~ Qočo, Karashār ~ Qočo ~ Bišbalïq (Beiting 北庭), Kucha ~ Karashār, or simply the region around Karashār,58 but in each case it is centered on Karashār. There is evidence that later during the West Uighur period there was a možak in "Four Tuγurïstans."59 It would seem that the center of the "eastern diocese" (or "border region diocese") of Manichaeism at the time in question lay along the northern branch of the Silk Road to the south of the Tianshan Mountains.
The next piece of material that I wish to quote is a Tibetan document (P. t. 1283) from Dunhuang that describes the situation in Inner Asia at the time of the rise of the East Uighur empire. Since I have already dealt with this document in its entirety on two previous occasions,60 here I shall give only a translation of lines 84-90.
P. t. 1283
[V-1] If one looks to the west (of the Uighurs), there are the three Qarlïq (Gar-log) tribes, and there is an army of eight thousand. (These Qarlïq) fought with the Türgiš (Du-rgyus) and Tajiks (Ta-zhig). [V-2] If one looks to their east, there are the three Og-rag tribes, and if one looks to Great Uighur (Ho-yo-hor), Manichaeans (Ne-shag) are seeking religious teachers61 and helping to send for them, and (the Og-rag) fought with the Uighurs (Ho-yo-hor). [V-3] To the northeast of these (＝Og-rag) is the I-byil-kor tribe, who stem from the Türkic Gu-log-gol-čhor, and there is an army of one thousand. [V-4] To their northwest is the Pečeneg (Be-ča-nag) tribe, and there is an army of five thousand. (The Pečeneg) fought with the Uighurs (Hor). 53 Moriyasu, "Uighur Buddhist Stake Inscriptions," 188, 192. Uč was perceived as lying on the western border of the West Uighur kingdom. 54 Cf. Henning, "Argi and the Tokharians," 568-69. 55 On the identification of this locality I follow Yoshida ("Sogudo-jin to kodai no Tyuruku-zoku," 22 ＝ Yoshida, "Some New Readings" in From Ötüken to İstanbul, 83-84) rather than Zieme. 56 The idea of identifying Qara Qanglï with the Heichezi 黒車子 tribe and linking them to the Tibetan document P. t. 1283 from Dunhuang has been put forward by Zieme/Wang, "Youguan Monijiao kaijiao," 6 n. 1, but there is an earlier study on the same subject: Zhong Han A question that I had been unable to resolve until now was why in the middle of the eighth century, the period covered by P. t. 1283 as a whole, a reference to Manichaeism appears in the section on the Og-rag tribes, who lived to the west of the Irtish River, far to the west of the Uighurs, while there is no mention of Manichaeism in the section on the Uighurs themselves. But with the emergence of 81TB10: 06-3a, a fragment of a historical work, part of this question would now seem to have been answered. In other words, when considering the propagation of Manichaeism among the Uighurs, weight should perhaps be placed not just on the route from China, as expected from the Karabalgasun inscription, but also on the route from Central Asia.62
It should be noted, however, that even if my reconstruction "Manichaean priests who had come" from China for the missing section in line 10 of 81TB10: 06-3a, following on from ol tuš-ta il orqun-taqï tavγač-tïn "At that time, […] from China in the land of Orkhon (i.e., East Uighur empire)," is correct, then the introduction of Manichaeism from Central Asia, of which we learn for the first time in this document, would not necessarily have occurred after the invitation of Manichaean clerics from China in 763. What I placed importance on in my graduation thesis was refuting the simplistic scenario that had Mouyu Qaγan chancing to encounter some Manichaean clerics in the vicinity of Luoyang and promptly converting to Manichaeism. This was because I considered that, when compared with other nomadic states in Inner Asia, Mouyu Qaγan too would no doubt have utilized, in addition to the military might of his mounted troops which bolstered his hold on power, the economic power of the Sogdians, who controlled trade along the Silk Road at the time, and he would also have longed for the authority of a more firmly established religion than a time-honored shamanism. It might be supposed, in other words, that from the time when he seized power he was looking for a religion suitable for serving as the state religion. Prior to his campaign to China in 762/763, Mouyu Qaγan had already met many Sogdian Manichaeans in the Uighur homeland and was building up personal relationships with them. But it is perhaps reasonable to suppose that, even so, his return from China in 763 together with Ruixi and three other Manichaean clerics whom he had met in China was remembered as the date of the official promulgation of Manichaeism and recorded in the Karabalgasun inscription more than half a century later. Mouyu Qaγan's invitation of a možak to his palace should perhaps be regarded as a singular event that was intended as some sort of spectacle.
Rethinking the Buqu Xan Question
Buqu Xan is the protagonist of the Buqu Xan legend, the tale of the founder of the Uighurs preserved in Eastern and Western sources of the Mongol period. Various views have been put forward since the nineteenth century regarding the identity of Buqu Xan, the most persuasive of which have been those identifying him with either Mouyu Qaγan or Huaixin Qaγan. Since one of the major attributes of Buqu Xan is the introduction of a new religion, it is understandable that simple reasoning would suggest that Mouyu Qaγan, who introduced Manichaeism, was a likely candidate. I shall omit details of the history of views on this subject because it would become too involved, but ever since Abe published his thesis equating Buqu Xan with Huaixin Qaγan and rejecting the identification of Buqu Xan with Mouyu Qaγan on logical grounds,63 nothing further was heard of this latter thesis until it was revived by Clark in his "Manichaeism among the Uygurs."64
The main motif of this legend is that Buqu Xan was born from a gnarl or knot in a tree or from a mound The second of the two documents is U 971 (＝ T II S 20), the colophon of a Uighur Buddhist scripture in square script held in Berlin that was published by Kasai, "Bokug Kagan." Since there already exist German and Japanese translations of this colophon by Kasai herself, I shall quote only the key passage in which a noblewoman of the Uighur royal family is described as resembling "the uḍumbara flower of the Udan clan, the puṇḍarīka (lotus) flower having the origin of Boquγ" (Udan66 uγušnung udumbar lenxua-sï Boquγ töznüng pundarik čäčäki), where it is evident that this woman was linked to the lineage of Boquγ Qaγan. Now the most contentious source in connection with the question of whether to identify Buqu Xan (Boquγ Qaγan) with Huaixin or Mouyu is the following passage in U 1, a fragment of a Uighur history: U 1＝T II K Bündel Nr. D 173 (Le Coq, "Ein manichäisches Buch-Fragment," 147).
tängri-kän uyγur boquγ xan qočo-γaru kälipän qoi-n yïlqa üč maxi-stak olurmaq üčün možakkä kingädi: "The Divine Ruler (tängrikän), the Uighur Boquγ Xan, came to Qočo and discussed with the možak the installation of three maxistaks [to the Mongolian plateau] in the year of the sheep."
For those of us who support Abe's identification of Buqu Xan with Huaixin (r. 795-808), this "year of the sheep" can only be 803. While intimating that, in line with his foregoing arguments, he would prefer to regard the above incident as concerning Mouyu prior to his accession to the throne, Clark67 appeared to acknowledge with some reluctance the 803 thesis going back to Abe. But in a subsequent article, published after Kasai, "Bokug Kagan," Clark executed an about-face and once again propounded, in a way that made 65 According to Karlgren and A. Tōdō, 卜古 was pronounced puk-kuo (GSR 1210a + 49a) in Middle Chinese and pu-ku in Early Mandarin, while 普鞠 was pronounced p'uo-ki̯ uk (GSR 72a + 1017h) in Middle Chinese and p'u-kiu in Early Mandarin. 66 Clark ("Manichaeism among the Uygurs," 64) is to be credited with restoring 'WD// in Kasai's text to Udan. In the inscription on a memorial to the Uighur royal family erected in 1334 during the Mongol period ("Yiduhu Gaochang wang shixun zhi bei" 亦都護高昌王世勲之碑), the name of the subject of the Buqu Xan legend is given as Wudan Bugu Kehan 兀單卜古可罕, with Wudan corresponding to Udan and Bugu to Boquγ. In addition, Ch/U 8188, quoted in Zieme, "Toyın körklüg," 26, includes the following passage: kim ol ur uγuš-luγ udan baγ-lïγ uyγur il-ning ... čindamani ärdinisi tigli tägimlig bolmïš tängrikänimiz "Our Majesty worthy to be called 'Cintāmaṇi jewel ... of the Uighur realm of the Ur generation and the Udan clan.'" There can no longer be any doubt whatsoever about the existence of the name Udan. 67 Clark,"The Conversion of Bügü Khan," 114.
the views of Kasai the target of his attack, the thesis that Buqu Xan was Boquγ Qaγan, i.e., Mouyu Qaγan.68 He of course does not commit the phonologically naïve mistake of equating Bögü/Bügü (on which the Chinese transliteration Mouyu is based) with Boquγ (ibid., 62), and instead he tries to argue that Bögü/Bügü was his real name while Boquγ was an alternative name or sobriquet that arose in later times after he had become the stuff of legend.69 And in view of the fact that there are no sources clearly stating that Boquγ was the name of a specific individual, Clark regards Boquγ as the name of the clan to which Mouyu belonged and equates this clan with the Pugu 僕固, one of the Nine Oguz tribes. Of course, the view that would regard Buqu Xan/ Boquγ Qaγan as a scion of the Pugu has long been deeply entrenched,70 but since Clark makes this assertion on the assumption that Buqu Xan/Boquγ Qaγan was Mouyu Qaγan, his reasoning is quite incomprehensible since no one doubts that Mouyu Qaγan belonged to the Yaγlaqar clan, one of the ten clans of the Uighurs. Furthermore, Clark even refuses to recognize that Huaixin instigated the revolution that brought the Ädiz clan to power on the grounds that the Yaγlaqar clan retained its power until later times (ibid., 68). However, in actual fact, Huaixin falsely claimed after the revolution to belong to the Yaγlaqar clan, a fact that has not only been inferred from Chinese sources, but has also been confirmed in a recent study by Yoshida.71 To put it the other way around, the royal Yaγlaqar clan was of such great importance to the Uighurs, and the reckless assertion that Mouyu Qaγan did not belong to the Yaγlaqar clan cannot be allowed to go unchallenged. At this juncture let us recall the fragment of the Uighur historical work from the Mongol period taken up in the previous section, where Mouyu Qaγan was correctly referred to as Bögü Xan. This means that even five hundred years after the period when he lived his name was correctly remembered by the Uighurs, a fact that would be difficult to comprehend unless one assumes the existence of historical works that were passed down in the Uighur royal family. This means that the Uighurs clearly distinguished between Mouyu Qaγan and Buqu Xan/Boquγ Qaγan, and Clark's thesis, equating these two figures, is no longer tenable.
In addition, if the account in U 1 means, as Clark insists, that Mouyu Qaγan came to Qočo in 755/756 prior to his accession to the throne and discussed the installation of maxistaks with the možak, then the reference to the introduction of Manichaeism in the Karabalgasun inscription is left completely up in the air. This monument was erected by Baoyi Qaγan in order to extol the achievements of himself and his predecessor Huaixin, the latter of whom had not only usurped the Yaγlaqar dynasty and extended Uighur territory in the west, but had also restored Manichaeism and made it the true state religion. It was erected also in order to assert the legitimacy of the new Ädiz dynasty, but at the same time, it was also intended to commemorate the history of Manichaean church among the Uighurs (Moriyasu, "Anshi no ran, . If Mouyu Qaγan had really gone to Qočo in 755/756, met the možak, and discussed the installation of maxistaks, then such an important event in the history of Manichaeism is hardly likely not to have been recorded in the Karabalgasun inscription.
There is much else that is unfeasible in Clark's arguments. The reason that he clings to the Mouyu Qaγan thesis to such a degree becomes apparent when he makes a series of rapid-fire comparisons between Mouyu and Huaixin:72 (1) Who was it that brought the Silk Road in the Tianshan region under Uighur control for the first time? It was Mouyu, not Huaixin; (2) In this manner Clark stresses that the Boquγ Qaγan mentioned in U 1 cannot possibly be anyone other than Mouyu Qaγan. But it would not be very productive to examine each of these assertions since it would involve repeating some of Abe's arguments. For my part, I shall confine myself to counter-posing my own view73 that it was precisely because Mouyu Qaγan had such great importance in the history of Uighur Manichaeism that, so long as Manichaeism remained the state religion, his achievements were publicly honored in statements of the Uighur government's official position, even in historical works (such as the Karabalgasun inscription and Mainz 345) that were composed after the reign of Huaixin Qaγan when the royal bloodline changed from the Yaγlaqar clan to the Ädiz clan.
Since there is no space here to analyze the Buqu Xan legend in detail, I shall without preamble present my own conclusion, going back to my graduation thesis, which is that Buqu Xan/Boquγ Qaγan is a "legendary figure" created by combining the persons of Mouyu Qaγan and Huaixin Qaγan, even though the main model would have been Huaixin Qaγan. Many of the attributes of Buqu Xan are those of the founder of a new dynasty and befit Huaixin Qaγan, who brought the northern slopes of the Tianshan Mountains from Bišbalïq as far as Balasagun in the far west under Uighur control, placed the region traversed by the northern branch of the Silk Road to the south of the Tianshan Mountains, including Qočo, Karashār, Kucha, and Kashgar, within his sphere of influence, and made Manichaeism the state religion in a true sense. Yet only his fame as a propagator of Manichaeism did not match that of Mouyu Qaγan. Even in the Karabalgasun inscription, in which there is a pronounced tendency to ignore as much as possible the achievements of the previous Yaγlaqar dynasty, Mouyu Qaγan alone had to be treated as an exception.74 It is universally recognized that the Buqu Xan legend is replete with Manichaean elements, and it is most unlikely that the achievements of Mouyu Qaγan would not have been reflected in the attributes of the protagonist of the Buqu Xan legend, which evolved from the second half of the East Uighur period to the first term of the West Uighur period, when Manichaeism was the state religion.
An enigma in past research on the titles of Uighur qaγans has been why Mouyu's qaγan title in T II D 135,75 the colophon of a Manichaean text in Middle Persian that describes Mouyu Qaγan's court, begins with the words Tängridä Qut Bulmïš "he who found blessings from Heaven," whereas in the Chinese text of the Karabalgasun inscription this is rendered as jun dengliluo gu momishi 君登里囉汨没蜜施, i.e., Kün Tängridä Qut Bulmïš "he who found blessings from the Sun God," with the word jun 君 having been added.76 It has been recognized since Tazaka's study that the addition of the word 君 ＝ Kün, meaning "sun," or 愛 ＝ Ay, meaning "moon," at the start of the titles of Uighur qaγans was due to the influence of Manichaeism, which worshipped the Sun and Moon gods.77 In my view, the addition of 君 ＝ Kün to Mouyu's title, which would originally have begun simply with Tängridä ＝ 登里囉, represents a posthumous title and indicates that the mythologization of Mouyu Qaγan had already begun in the early stages of the Ädiz dynasty.
As for U 1, which states that Boquγ Qaγan came to Qočo in 803 and discussed the installation of maxistaks with the možak, this is the fragment of a historical work dating from the West Uighur period, and it does not mean that Huaixin Qaγan was himself being called Boquγ Qaγan in 803 during his reign.78 Would it after all not have been during the West Uighur period that Mouyu Qaγan and Huaixin Qaγan were combined to form a legendary figure? [Le Coq, Türkische Manichaica I, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [11] [12] , a Uighur Manichaean scripture bearing a colophon with a prayer dated the year of the pig (795).79 On inspecting the original manuscript, I found that whitish paper of a high, even quality and medium thickness without traces of ribs had been used, and if restored to its original form, it would have been a large codex 28 × 13 cm in size. It is of course written in square Uighur script, and the letters are well over twice the size of those in U 72 & U 73 and larger also than those of U 1 and Mainz 345. The frame lines are reddish purple, Manichaean punctuation marks in red and black are used, and all in all it is a handsome manuscript with decorative elements added also to the headlines. In the colophon of the prayer in this manuscript we find the following passage.
U 168 II＝T II D 173 a2, verso [Le Coq, Türkische Manichaica I, [11] [12] Özertural, Der uigurische Manichäismus, [101] [102] [103] taqï üküš türlüg muntaγ ötüglär ötüngäy ol ödkä uluγ ilig mängigü yarlïqančučï körtlä körkin ačγay bälgürtgäy : ol ödkä qamaγ tängrilär80 mängigü ögrünčülüg sävinčlig bolγay-lar : : : : ymä män zimtu män ol ädgü mängikä ortuqluγu bolayan mängigü mängigü : inčä bolzun : : : ymä tängri mani burxan tängri yiringärü barduqïnta kin biš yüz artuqï äkii otuzunč laγzïn yïlqa ötükäntäki nom uluγï tükäl ärdämlig yarlaγqančučï bilgä bäg tängri mar niw mani maxistakk81 ayγïn bu äki "Furthermore, (people) will offer many kinds of such prayers. Then the great king will manifest an eternal, immortal, compassionate, and beautiful form. Then all the Manichaean clerics will be filled with eternal joy. Again, I, Zimtu, will become a follower of that joy. May it be so in eternity! Now, in the year of the pig, the 522nd (year) after the divine Mani-Buddha went to Heaven, by the command of the master of doctrine in Ötükän, the perfectly virtuous, compassionate, and wise Bäg, the divine Mar Niw Mani Maxistak, these two [rest missing]"
Because Özertural82 could translate tängrilär in the above passage only as "gods," she took uluγ ilig "great king" to refer to the god Äzrua (＝ Father of Greatness＝ Father of Light ＝ supreme deity of Manichaeism) in heaven.83 In contrast, I take tängrilär in this context to refer to "Manichaean clerics" on earth, and, noting 
